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Thi pot i  David T. Conle, the preident of dImagine and a profeor at the Univerit of Oregon and former CO of the ducation Polic
Improvement Center. Follow him at @drdavidtconle.
Few people overtl oject to the idea that tudent hould undertand what the are learning at a deep level o that the might retain and ue
the knowledge and kill the are taught. To do o, however, almot alwa require tudent to pend more time on a topic or concept.
pending more time in one area almot alwa mean expoing tudent to le of the curriculum a a whole. Thi fundamental tug-of-war
mut e addreed for tudent to achieve the dual goal of acceptale performance on tet that cover the readth of the curriculum and on
aement that plum the depth of tudent undertanding.
tandardized tet are uilt around the concept of domain ampling. A tet i contructed  creating item that are drawn from the overall
knowledge domain of the uject or coure. Ideall, the item taken a a whole are a repreentative cro-ection of the knowledge and kill
in the domain. The tet doe not gauge all that could conceival e learned aout the domain, ut  ampling in an unpredictale ut
tematic fahion from the domain, the tet purport to determine the degree to which the tet taker ha matered the domain a a whole.
Performance aement take a different approach. The elect a ke uet of the knowledge in the domain and explore tudent
undertanding and facilit within that uet. uch aement are often multidimenional. In other word, the end up gauging oth content
knowledge and other kill eential to the uject area. While the reult from one performance aement cannot e ued to judge the tet
taker' mater of the entire domain, it i not unreaonale to aume that performance on a challenging performance aement focued on
ke content and kill a a lot aout overall tudent mater of the domain without teting each and ever part of it.
The greatet challenge for teacher who wih to incorporate deeper learning i to alance the amount of content the cover with the depth to
which tudent explore what the are learning. It' not practical for tudent to go to deeper level on all the content the learn, and it ma not
e necear for them to do o. The ke i for teacher to determine which concept or kill are the ketone that unif or connect the
uject area. If tudent can go deep in thoe area, the can gain inight into diciplinar thinking, the wa expert in that uject go aout
appling their content knowledge.
ach uject ha it own ketone, and teacher are generall aware of them. Grant Wiggin ha called them ke concept and enduring
undertanding. For example, how man tudent think of mathematic a an atract mol tem for undertanding the natural world? Or
cience a an oervational and empirical method for gaining inight into natural phenomena? Or ocial cience a analtic method for
undertanding human ehavior in ocial tem? Or nglih a a mean to undertand the human condition and to ue language to create
meaning?
elow each of thee higher-level conceptual ketone are a erie of enduring undertanding that are dicipline-pecific: in cience, for
example, that the tructure of material determine their propertie, or that the motion of planet occur in oervale, predictale wa; in
nglih, that the wa a text i comprehended i influenced  the reader' experience, or that convention of language are eential for
common undertanding of what i meant; in mathematic, for example, that function repreent change over time, or that proailitie are a
wa of predicting future event.
A claroom well alanced etween readth and depth might introduce new concept on a regular ai and practice them to enure aic
undertanding while at the ame time have tudent alwa working on one project or tak that goe deeper in a ketone area. While the
majorit of cla might till e ued to introduce, explain, and practice new content, a ignificant portion of cla time might e devoted to
project and tak focued on ketone concept, which tudent would pend coniderale out-of-cla time on a well.
What would e reduced would e out-of-cla homework of the tpe that ha een hown to e highl ineffective anwa. Thi i the ke area
where time can e reclaimed and reallocated,  replacing decontextualized drill-and-practice aignment or poorl conceived individual
tud activitie with well-deigned performance tak and project that require more out-of-claroom time. Doing o would get tudent in
the hait of thinking and not jut reacting, of owning their learning to a greater degree rather than jut compling with teacher intruction.
uch a trateg require teacher to e much clearer and intentional aout what i trul important in their cla. The mut e read to
determine which topic don't warrant the time eing devoted to them, rather than treating all topic a equall important. The mut e ale to
identif ketone content and concept that unif the dicipline and enale tudent to gain greater inight into the uject area. The mut
ue a judiciou numer of tak or aignment that require more time and thought (and, in man cae, collaoration) outide a well a
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within the claroom. The mut help tudent learn to e capale of moving quickl through foundational content in order for them to pend
more time going deeper in a few ke area. And, the mut e willing to let go of at leat ome content that ma not e relevant to
tandardized teting or performance tak.
tudent retain remarkal little of what the are taught if the do not have time to integrate it and undertand it more deepl. On the other
hand, the end up with gaping hole in their knowledge ae if the pend all their time working on a few project that touch on onl a limited
uet of knowledge, particularl if the project do not incorporate ketone concept. The exact mix etween coverage and depth i eluive,
and it will e worthwhile to conduct much more reearch in thi pace. However, even with what i known now, it i poile for teacher to
create claroom that reach a alance etween introducing all the content in a domain and or focuing too much on too few topic.
Reclaiming time from ineffective homework practice and le important content topic i the ke firt tep to achieving thi alance.
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